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BEEF WEEK FIELD DAY
4th Feb. 2005 9am - 5pm

Our Beef Week open day on 4 February provides you with an ideal
opportunity to look at the heart of our seedstock operation. Mature
and young stud females, including embryo donors and heifers will be on display. We will also have a
comprehensive selection of bulls and females to be offered for sale on 4 April 2005 on view. We have a
particularly strong selection of spring calving cows with calves at foot, including Focus calves for you to
see, plus our home-bred progeny tested sire Emulation V536.
Drinks and light refreshments will be available all day. Come and browse in a no-rush, no-fuss opportunity
day. We will be delighted to welcome you and answer any questions you may have on Angus breeding.
Robert , Sarah, Jacci, Kaitlin and Tony

[Location map back page]

Angus Young Sire Program
Identifying and proving Australia’s best young bulls,
selected on performance, structural soundness and
genetic diversity.
Our Spring 2004 newsletter introduced the new Angus
young sire program to commence in 2005. What we didn’t
know then was that one of our young bulls – Yabba Y035is a potential candidate. He is by Te Mania Ulong out of
an 036 home-bred heifer. Scanning and structural scoring
in late October confirmed that he is indeed outstanding –
see bar chart. Final selection of the 12-15 bulls to be used
throughout Australia this year will be made in the next few
weeks. We will keep you posted.
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The Net Feed Intake EBV
– a new measure of feed efficiency
Commercial beef producers readily understand that feed efficiency
is economically important but difficult to assess. Past research into
feed conversion ratio (calculated as weight gain per unit of feed
intake) simply selected animals that would grow to be the biggest
and resulted in selection for increased mature size. As we all know,
some animals are too big to be efficient producers. A new measure
of feed efficiency is Net Feed Intake (NFI). This estimates the amount
of feed an animal eats and converts to weight, under or over that
expected for its current weight and stage of growth. A surprising
variation has been detected and geneticists have established that
it is inherited at quite a high level (similar to growth, fatness and marbling). Efficient converters retain their fertility and have a slight tendency to be leaner (better retail yield) and have
slightly less marbling although this is not always the case.
While previously assessed by feed test over 70 days, a new blood test is now available for
use on young cattle just prior to weaning. We are testing some of our young bulls via this
system.
EBV figures commonly range from plus 1 to minus 1 kg/day (Breed average is close to zero).
Because an efficient animal eats less than expected to meet its requirements for weight and
growth it will have a negative (minus) NFI EBV. An inefficient animal will have a positive (plus)
NFI EBV.
Steers from efficient converter sires (-0.5 NFI EBV) on good feed ate 12% less feed and grew
17% faster than steers from inefficient converter sires (+0.5 NFI EBV). Conversion efficiency
is equivalent on grass and in feedlots and on both green feed and dry feed.
The obvious benefits from using negative NFI EBV sires are the ability to turn off more Kg beef
per hectare and projected feedlot premiums for steers from negative NFI EBV sire lines. It is a
worthy piece of genetic information that astute breeders will turn to their advantage.

SIRES FOR APRIL SALE BULLS
Sires of the 50 bulls (19&24 months) we will have
for sale provide strength and versatility, plus plenty
of outcross opportunities. Full details will be in
the sale catalogue due out in early March . They
include:
Shady Brook Explorer USA 015E
GAR Bingo USA 4192
C F Emulation VVX 536
Mitta Valley Titan CJD T63
Edi Rito S8 CMF S8
Spring Cove Endurance USA 6360
Hazeldean Repechage NHZ R93
Waitapu Jubilee NZE 19
Te Mania Ulong VTM U41
C F Trend(315) VVX W538
Bon View Emulation Ext USA 473

On The Lighter Side
Laughing stock: Cattle with a sense of
humour.
[Anon]
Scientists tell us that the fastest animal on
earth with a top speed of 120ft/sec, is a cow
that has been dropped out of a helicopter.
[Dave Barry]
A gold rush is what happens when a line of
chorus girls spots a man with a bank roll.
[Mae West]
Courtesy "Chewing the cud" by DON DONOVAN
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For Calving Ease, Milk and Marbling
– we’re pulling away from the pack!
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The performance statistics from our herd
documented in the January 2005 Angus
Group Breedplan report reveals we are
pulling well away from the pack for calving
ease, milk and marbling genetics (see
graphs) – and we remain ahead too on
growth.
These are independently compiled statistics
from the Agricultural Business Research
Institute of the University of New England,
NSW that compare individual Angus Group
Breedplan herds to the Angus breed as
a whole. We have been pursuing calving
ease genetics for our herd ever since client
surveys several years ago informed us that
it was one of the top 3 issues you believed
were important. Structural soundness and
good temperament were the other two.

FOR YOUR CALENDAR
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